HAVE A CHOICE OF CAREERS UPON GRADUATION
THROUGH OFFICERS IAS ACADEMY’S ONLINE UPSC COACHING PROGRAM

The world is undergoing tremendous changes (ex. Cloud in IT, Automation in other industries, Robotics
in Manufacturing etc.), the number of people entering the workforce is increasing with each passing
year, and competition is increasing. The result? Reduced opportunities, reduced salaries and limited
growth prospects.
Which means that the world for which you are preparing so hard, might be very different when you
graduate.
Fortunately there is an alternate career option that is available to you – joining the Government of
India as an IAS Officer (or IPS, or IFS, or IRS, or 15 other Civil Services). Where the excitement of
occupying one of the most prestigious positions in our nation goes hand-in-hand with the ability to
make a difference to the citizens lives. Where every day brings new challenges and new opportunities.
And your chance of cracking the UPSC examination dramatically increases when you study with the
gurus at Officers IAS Academy. You see for many years now we have been churning out achievers in
the UPSC examination through a combination of a unique understanding of the mind of the examiner, a
dream team of faculty, a highly relevant and syllabus oriented pedagogy, a rigorous schedule and
above all passion. And it helps that many of the gurus who will teach you and hold your hand are
former Civil Servants (like IAS Officers) themselves who not only passed the examination, but went on
to serve with distinction.
So what are you waiting for? Jumpstart your career. With our ‘UPSC Online Course Module’.

PROGRAM SCHEDULE – ONLINE COURSE
Program

‘UPSC Online Course’

Course Schedule
 Prelims cum Mains (General Studies) + CSAT + Optional
Paper + Prelims test series + Essay Guidance + Mains
crash course with test series + Current affairs +
Mentoring Programme + Interview Coaching.

Fees
(Rs)

1,14,000

NOTE: Complete study materials will be provided

NOTE:
 You can able to access either live stream or recorded videos. The notes which will be taking
in class rooms will be shared through ERP (Credential we will provide from our end).
 Online test series facilities.
 Mentoring Programme and doubts clearing session either through Phone Call, Mail, Skype
 Materials will be delivered through Courier.

